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THE MOMENT MAP OF A LIE GROUP REPRESENTATION

N. J. WILDBERGER

Abstract. The classical moment map of symplectic geometry is used to canoni-

cally associate to a unitary representation of a Lie group G a G-invariant subset

of the dual of the Lie algebra. This correspondence is in some sense dual to

geometric quantization. The nature and convexity of this subset is investigated

for G compact semisimple.

Introduction

Since Kirillov's fundamental paper [7], orbit theory has played an important

role in the representation theory of Lie groups. The general philosophy is that

there should be some connection between irreducible unitary representations of

a Lie group G and orbits of the group in the dual 9* of its Lie algebra &. This

connection should be functorial; the usual operations of restriction, induction,

taking direct sums and tensor products of representations should correspond to

geometric relationships between the associated coadjoint orbits. Properties of a
representation such as square-integrability, temperedness etc. should be related

to geometric aspects of the associated orbit.
Kirillov's original theory showed that if G was a connected simply con-

nected nilpotent Lie group one could establish such a bijection between the

set of coadjoint orbits and the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary

representations G by associating to each orbit a certain induced representa-

tion. Kostant [9] noticed the close similarity between this association and what
physicists refer to as quantization of a classical mechanical system, and he and

Souriau [11] independently generalized this procedure to what is called geomet-

ric quantization. This theory allows one to associate representations to many
families of coadjoint orbits of certain Lie groups. For example if G is com-

pact semisimple, this theory establishes the bijection between integral coadjoint

orbits and G given by the Borel-Weil theory. For a general Lie group however

the geometric quantization program runs into serious difficulties and indeed the

exact relationship between representations and coadjoint orbits is somewhat

mysterious.
In this paper we associate to any finite-dimensional unitary representation

(V, p) of a Lie group G a certain subset Ip of &* which we call the moment

set of the representation. This set is the image of the moment map associated to
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the Hamiltonian action of G on the projective space PV . Moment maps and
their images have recently been studied by a number of authors (Guillemin and

Steinberg [4, 5], Atiyah [2, 3], Kirwan [8]). Of special interest is the question

of convexity of the images.

In § 1 we make our definitions and derive an explicit formula for the moment

map of a representation, which in turn allows the definition of a moment set

Ip for p an infinite-dimensional representation. In §2 some basic functorial

aspects of the association p -» Ip are studied. These are analogous to the
results of Kirillov for nilpotent groups. In §3 we investigate moment sets of

irreducible representations of compact semisimple groups. Theorem 3.4 shows

that the extremal points of Ip form a single coadjoint orbit in 9* which is the

orbit of the highest weight X.
Define a weight X to be root distinct if {X - s • X\s e W} contains no roots,

where W is the Weyl group. The main result is Theorem 3.6 which asserts that

Ip is convex if and only if X is root distinct.

In §4 we discuss some examples.

1

Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra & and let "§* be the linear

dual of S. Let (M, co) be a symplectic manifold and suppose that G acts
as a group of symplectomorphisms of M. Recall that this action is termed

Hamiltonian if for each X e & there is a real-valued smooth function Hx on

M such that

(i) if vx  is the vector field on M generated by X, then dHx(n) =

œ(vx, n) for all vector fields n on M, and

(ii) the map X —► Hx is a Lie algebra homomorphism from & to the Lie

algebra of smooth functions on M under the Poisson bracket.

In such a case one defines the moment map <f>: M —> 2?* by </>(m)(X) = Hx(m)

for me M and lef.
Now suppose that (V, p) is a finite-dimensional unitary representation of

G. Let PV be the projective space of all complex lines in V. Then PV is

a symplectic manifold with 2-form co which may be described as follows (see

Arnold [1]). Let n: V\0 -» PV denote the mapping taking a point v ^ 0 of

V to the line [v] passing through v. Let £i and C2 be two vectors in the

tangent space to PV at [v]. Then we may find two vectors £1 and t\2 in the

tangent space to V at v, TVV ~ V, such that dn(C¡) = Ci for i = 1, 2. Then

m n               r,   ir    n    ->T„ (ft » &)(v,v) - (ft ,v)(v, 6)(1.1) azM(Çi,Ç2) = 2Im-^—^2-.

The action of G on F induces an action of G on FF which is easily seen

from (1.1) to consist of symplectomorphisms.

Proposition 1.1. The action of G on PV is Hamiltonian and the associated

moment map is

z    (v, v)

for [v]ePV and X e &.
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Proof. For X e 2?, let Hx be the function on PV defined by

For C e T(PV)[V], let £ € rF„ such that dn(Ç) = Ç. Then

n"     idt    {v + tZ,v + tt)    l(=0

= \((X.v,Z) + {X'Z,v))(v,v)-{X'V,v){{v,i) + (Z,v))

i (v, v)2

_ 2 lm(X >v,t)(v,v) + 2i(X .y,v) Re(v , Ç)

(v,v)2

= o)[v](ux([v]), C).

Thus condition (i) above is satisfied. Note that we have used the fact that X

acts as a skew-Hermitian operator on V. To check condition (ii), let X, Y e

2?. Then the Poisson bracket of Hx and HY is defined to be {Hx, HY} =
o)(vx, vY). Thus for [v] e PV,

(X-v,Y-v)(v,v)-(X-v, v)(v ,Y-v)
{Hx, HY}([v]) = 2 Im

(v,v)2

= 2l^X-V-Y-V>
(v,v)

l(X-v,Y-v)-(Y-v,X-v)

' i (v, v)

= l([X,Y]-v,v)

' i       (v, v)

= Hlx,Y]([v]),

as required.   D

Definition 1.2. The map tf>: PV -* &*  in Proposition 1.1 will be called the
moment map of the representation p.

Now the group G acts on &* by the coadjoint action and it is readily seen

that (j) commutes with the actions of C on PF and &*. The image of cf>

will thus be a G-invariant subset of 2?*, necessarily compact since we have

assumed V finite dimensional.

Definition 1.3. The image of <p

Ip = {<t>([v])\[v]ePV},

will be called the moment set of the representation p .

We will call a representation (V, p) trivial if p(g) is the identity operator

for all g e G. Since G is connected, this is equivalent to the condition that

p(X) = 0 for all X e 2? :

Lemma 1.4. The representation (V, p) is trivial if and only if Ip = {0}.

Proof. Clearly if (V, p) is trivial, then Ip = {0} and conversely if Ip = {0}

then for all X e % and all veV,

(X-v,v) = 0.
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But it is an elementary fact that if F is a complex vector space then this implies

that X ■ v = 0 for all v e V.   D

Corollary 1.5. Suppose G is a Lie group with the property that the only compact

G-invariant subset of 2?* is {0} . Then any finite-dimensional unitary represen-

tation of G is trivial.

Proof. This is immediate from the previous lemma and the remarks preceding

it.    D

We remark that Corollary 1.5 presents a new proof of the fact that SL(2, E)

(for example) has no nontrivial finite-dimensional unitary representations.

Definition 1.6. A representation (V, p) will be called convex if Ip is convex.

If (V, p) is an infinite-dimensional unitary representation of G, let V°°

denote the space of C°° vectors of p.  Then for each v e V°°, we define
*¥(v) e 2?* by

i    (v , v)

and define the moment set Ip to be

Ip = cli^v)^ e V00}.

In this paper we deal primarily with the finite-dimensional case.

2

In this section some functorial aspects of the correspondence between rep-

resentations p and moment sets Ip are established. It will be useful to first

establish some more notation. LetQ = {v e V\(v , v) = 1} be the unit spheres
of V and denote by n the mapping from fi to PV sending v to [v], the

so-called Hopf fibration. It exhibits Q as an S '-principal bundle over PV,
with the action of S1 on a fibre being just multiplication by e'e in the vector

space V. Let *¥: Q -» 9* be the lift *¥ = <p o n so that for v e Í2 and X e 2?,

(2.1) V(v)(X) = l(X-v,v)     and    Ip = {*¥(v)\v e Q}.

Lemma 2.1. Let (Vx, px)and (V2, p2) be two unitary representations of G and

let V = V\ © V2 and p = P\® p2. Then

Ip = {fe&*\f=tf + (l-t)f2, 0<t<landfeIPi,  i=l,2}.

Proof. Let Qi, Q2 and Q be the unit spheres of V\, V2 and V respectively.

Then for v e Í2 we can write v = z\V\ + z2v2 with t), 6 ñ¡, z = 1, 2, and
z, e C satisfying |zi|2 + \z2\2 = 1. Let *Pi, *P2 and ¥ be the lifted moment
maps of p\, p2 and p respectively. Then for X e 2?,

(2 2) V{v){X) = -j(X • (z,»i + z2v2), zitzi + z2v2)

= (\zx\2Vx(vl) + \z2\2V2(v2))(X),

since (X • v\, v2) = (X -v2,Vx) = 0. Combining (2.1) with (2.2) we get the

result.   D
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Lemma 2.2. Let (V, p) be a unitary representation of G and let H be a Lie
subgroup of G with Lie algebra %*. Let p : 2?* -* %?* be the projection dual

to the inclusion i: %? -» 2?. Then

Ip\„=p(Ip).
Proof. Obvious from the definitions.   G

Proposition 2.3. Let (V\, p\) and (V2, p2) be two unitary representations of

Lie groups G\ and G2 respectively. Let V = V\®V2 and let p = p\®p2 be the

representation of G = G\xG2 given by p(g\, g2)v\ ®v2 = P\(g\)v\ ® p2(g2)v2

for gi e G¡ and v,■ e V,■, i = 1, 2. Then

Ip\ x hi =h = convCW * conv(^2)

where we identify 2?* with 2?\ x 2?2 and where conv(S') denotes the convex hull

of the set S.

Proof. Let Q\, Q2 and Í2 be the unit spheres of V\, V2 and V respectively

and let *Fi, *¥2 and *F be the lifted moment maps of p\, p2 and p respec-

tively. Then for any v¡ € Q¡, i = 1, 2, we have v = V\ ® v2 G Í2 so that for

X = (Xx,X2)e2?,

*¥(v)(X) = -(Xi •vi®v2 + vl®X2-v2,vi® v2)

= Vi(vi)(Xl) + *¥2(v2)(X2).

Thus
Ip, x Ip2 Ç Ip.

Now let {e\, ... , em} be an orthonormal basis of V\. Then if v e Q, we may
write

v = j2ek®wk,
k=\

with wk e V2 for k = 1, ... , m and ££., \wk\2 = 1. For X = (X¡, X2) e 2?,

1    m

"V(v)(X) = - ^2(Xi-ek®Wk + ek®X2-Wk,ei® w¡),
k,l=\

so that
1    m

V(v)(0,X2) = - £ Su(X2. wk,w,)
k,l=\

( \m

E   l«>*|2*2(K*)
.    k=\
Vlu'tMO /

(*2):

where Uk = wk/\Wk\ if \Wk\ / 0. Thus if p2 : ^¡* x 2?2 -> 2?2  is the projection

onto the second factor, we see that

P2(IP) ç conv(IPl),

so that by symmetry

Ip ç conv(/A) x com(IPl).   D
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Lemma 2.4. Let (V\, p\) and (V2, p2) be two unitary representations of G. Let

V =V\®V2 and let p be the representation of G on V given by p(g)v\ ®v2 =

P\(g)v\ ® P2(g)v2 for all vieVi, i =1,2. Then

IPt + IPl ClpC conv(//,1) + conv(IP2).

Proof. This follows from the previous two lemmas by considering G ç G x G

as the diagonal subgroup of elements (g, g), g e G.   D

3

In this section we assume that G is compact. We wish to study the nature

of the moment sets of representations. The simplest case is G abelian. The

following result is a special case of a general convexity result (see Atiyah [2];

Guillemin and Steinberg [4]).

Lemma 3.1. Let T be a torus with Lie algebra !T. Let (V, p) be a finite di-

mensional unitary representation of T with weights iX\, ... , iXn e i?T*. Then

Ip is the convex hull of {Xl} ... , X„} in ¡T*. In particular Ip is convex.

Proof. Write V = V\@---@Vn with (Vj, pf) the 1-dimensional representation
with weight iXj, that is, for IgJ and v¡ e V¡,

X • Vj = iXj(X)Vj.

Then clearly IPj = {Xj} , so the result follows from Lemma 2.1 by induction.   D

Returning to the general case of G compact, choose a (/-invariant negative-

definite form ( , ) on 2?, so that 2* and 2>* may be identified. Let T ç G
be a maximal torus with Lie algebra ¡T and let W be its Weyl group. We will

use the form ( , ) to consider ET* ç 2?*, with p : 2?* —> ET* the orthogonal

projection.
For any coadjoint orbit rf ç 2?*, cf' n ¿T* is a If-orbit and a well-known

result of Kostant [10] states that

p(cf) = conven &~*}.

Let ( V, p) be any finite-dimensional unitary representation of G and let its

weights with respect to ^ be iX\, ... , iX„ e i£T* with corresponding weight

vectors i>i,... , v„ e ß. Let

D = conv{Ai, ... ,X„},

and let DG = G • D ç 2?*.

Proposition 3.2.  Ip ç DG .

Proof. From Lemmas 2.2 and 3.1 we have

p(Ip) = IpW = D.

Thus
lPn^*çp(ip)çD.

Now D is a IF-invariant set, so that DG n^* = D. Thus Ipny* ç DGn^*

so that Ip ç DG .   D

For any convex set 5 ç 2?*, let Ext(S) denote the extremal set of -S, that

is, those elements of S not properly contained in any open line segment in S.
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Lemma 3.3. If cok e Q is a weight vector of weight iXk then *F(cUfc) = Xk ■
Conversely if Xk e Ext(D) and w e Q with *¥(w) = Xk, then w is a weight

vector of weight iXk-

Proof. If oik is a weight vector then *?(<»£ ) is fixed by T and thus in «9r*,

which implies that actually *F(<wjt) = Xk .
If w e Q with »F(eu) = Xke Ext(D), write

n

W = Y,ZJVJ>
j=l

with zj e C and £"=1 \zj\2 = l ■ Then for any X e^,

V(co)(X)=l1J2\Zj\2(X.Vj,Vj)= l£\zj\%] (X).

Thus Xk = Y?j=i \zj\2^j ■ Since Xk e Ext(£>), all the Xj that appear in this sum

must actually be equal to Xk , so that œ is a sum of weight vectors of weight

iXk and is thus itself a weight vector of weight iXk .   ü

Theorem 3.4. Let G be a semisimple compact Lie group and (V, p) an irre-

ducible unitary representation of G. Then Ext(conv(//))) is a single coadjoint
orbit in 2?*.

Proof. In this case it is well known that the weights iX\, ... ,iXn of (V, p)

are contained in the convex hull of the W orbit of one of them, say iX\ (see

Helgason [6]). If if is the coadjoint orbit through X\, then cf intersects y*

in exactly Ext(D), the set of IF-orbits of X\ . Now since Exticonv^))!"!^* =

Ext(Z>) = cf n ¿T* we conclude that Ext(conv(//,)) = tf.   D

Let 2?c be the complexification of 2? and let ffî be the Cartan subalgebra

of 2?c containing y. Let %"' denote the complex-linear dual of %f and let

%% = {f e JT\f{X) e m VIeJ}.

The form ( ,  ) on 2? can be considered to be the restriction to 2? of the

Killing form on 2?c , which gives an inner product on ^*.

Let X ç J^* denote the set of roots of 2?c so that

3?c = ;r©^s?Q,

where each root space ^Q is one-dimensional and orthogonal to %?. Let n =

{ai, ... , a/} denote a fixed set of fundamental roots, so that n forms a basis

of 3%* and any a 6 X can be written as

a = zrziai + • • • + zzz/Q/,

where the m¡ are integers either all nonnegative or all nonpositive. The positive

roots will be denoted X+ . If (V, p) is a unitary representation of G, then its

differential extends by complex linearity to a representation of S'c . The weights

X of ( V, p) are then in ß^* and are integral; that is

2(X1aj)_

(aj, aj)
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is an integer for ail aj e II. If these integers are all nonnegative, X is called a

dominant integral weight.

The Weyl group  W acts on ßf0* and is generated by the reflections sa,

a e X, where

Sa.X = X-2^\a.
(a, a)

Definition 3.5. An element X e ß?£ will be called root distinct if {X-s-X\s e W}

contains no roots.

Theorem 3.6. Let (V, p) be an irreducible unitary representation of G of high-

est weight X e ßf0*. Then p is convex if and only if X is root distinct.

Proof. Suppose that X is root distinct. Let {X = Xi,... , Xr} be the set of Weyl

translates of X and for j = I, ... , r let Vj be a weight vector in Í2 of weight

Xj . Let D = conv{Aj, ... , Xr} . By Kostant's theorem, it suffices to show that

Ip C[ßf0* = i~lD. For v e £1, extend *F(tz) to a complex linear functional on

Choose X' e D ; then it is possible to find z} e C, j = 1, ... , r such that

Z);=i lz;'l2 = 1 an<i sucn tnat

;=i

It suffices to show that v = Ylj=\ zjvj satisfies *F(tz) = i~lX'. Now if X eßf,

then

V(v)(X) = Ux - tz, v) = i ¿ |z/A,(*) = i"U'(X).
;=i

On the other hand, for a e X and 0 ^ XQ e ^», Xa(vj) will be a weight vector
of weight Xj + a, which by assumption is none of the A*, k — 1,... , r. Thus

'FiuXA'a) = 0, so that ¥(«) = z'"U'. Thus i~lD Clpn/ro*; Proposition 3.2
implies that Ip n^* ç i~lD.

For the converse, a technical lemma is needed.

Lemma 3.7. Suppose that X e %§   is dominant integral and that {X-s-X\s e W}

contains no fundamental roots. Then X is root distinct.

Proof. Suppose that X e /?$* is dominant integral, so that

2-^il = mj
(aj, aj)

is a nonnegative integer for all a¡ e W.  The assumption on X implies that

actually m¡ ^ I for all j = 1,... ,1.
Suppose that for some se W, X- s • X = a is a root. Then since (X, X) —

(sX,sX),
2(^,a) = j

(a, a)

Write a as a sum of fundamental roots

/

a = E nJaJ '

7=1
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with each n¡ a nonnegative integer. Then

, = 2^4 = T nj2^4 = ¿ njmj^Û.
(a, a)      j^   }   (a, a)      ^ (Q> a)

Now since for any 2 roots y, y' e X it is well known that

(y',7')> i

(y,7) -3'

we have that
/

;'=i

At least one of the terms in this sum, say ntmt, must be nonzero. Then the

fact that mt ^ 1 implies that zz( = 1 and that all the other terms must be zero.

Thus
2^> at) _ j

(a, a)

If ß, ß' e X+ and ß + ß' e X, then it is well known that

2{1^1    and    2{ß'ß>)2(ß,ß)    and   >,/?')'

are both integers less than 0. Thus

(ß + ß',ß + ß') = (ß,ß) + 2(ß,ß') + (ß',ß')
<min{(ß,ß),(ß',ß')}.

If ß e X+, it is possible to express ß as a sum of fundamental roots ß =

<*/,+••• + ai(,, such that a,-, -I-h a¡? e X+ for all 1 < q < p . Combining
these two observations with the fact that the set of fundamental roots is linearly

independent, one sees that (a, a) < (at, at). Then

2(X1ot)_ < 2(X,a,)

'(at, at) (a, a)'

so that
2 (A, a/) _ j

("<, at)

But this is a contradiction, and proves the lemma.   D

Continuing with the proof of the theorem, suppose that X = X\ is not root
distinct. Then by the above lemma there exists a fundamental root, say a\ such

that
•Sa, 'Ai = Ai — ai = X2.

Both Ai and X2 are vertices of D. Since every vertex of D is of the form

Aj - (zziqi H-h n¡a¡),

with the zz7 nonnegative integers, a convex combination of such vertices can

lie on the line segment E joining Ai and X2 only if the convex combination

contains only Ai and X2 themselves. Let X' be the midpoint of E,

,     Ai +A2      ,       a\
A-   =  -ñ- = ^1-IT •

2 2
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Then we claim that i~lX'  £  Ip.   Suppose otherwise, so that we could find

v' e ÍÍ with *F(tz') = i~lX'. Let {v\, ... ,vn} be an orthonormal basis of V

of weight vectors, with corresponding weights {X\, ... , Xn} .

Write v' = Y?j=l ZjVj so that forXeX,

V(v')(x) = IÍ j^\zj\2Xj J w = rU'w.

Then A' = Y?j=\ \zj\2^j so by the above remark, all terms in this sum are

zero except for j = 1, 2. Thus t;' = zit»i + Z2tz2 > with |zi|2 = |z2|2 = \ . Now

if 0 =¿ Xa, e ^,, then by the uniqueness of the highest weight vector,

Xai(v2) =yvx,

for some 0 ^ y eC Then

V(v')(Xai) = j(Xai • v',v') = L2ziy ¿ 0.

But X'(Xa]) = 0 so we get a contradiction. So i~]X' £ Ip and therefore p is

not convex.   D

4

In this section we discuss some examples.

Let G = SU(zí) and let (V, p) be the defining zz-dimensional representation.

Then G acts transitively on Q so Ip must be a single coadjoint orbit. This is

an easy example of a representation which is not convex.

Now let G = SU(2).   The irreducible representations may be labeled by

1 = 0, {-, I, j, ... . The representation (V¡, p¡) acts in a space of dimension

2/ + 1. We may normalize the inner product ( , ) on 2?* so that when I = \

(the defining representation), IPl is the sphere of radius ¿ .

Proposition 4.1. For I > j, IPl is the solid ball of radius I.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.6 and the fact that 3? = su(2) has only

2 roots both of length 1, so that all dominant integral weights are root distinct

except for the one of length \ , which corresponds to the defining representa-

tion.   D

We will call a representation (V, p) balanced if 0 € Ip .

Proposition 4.2. Let G = SU(zz) and p be its defining n-dimensional represen-

tation. Let n = p A p. Then In is balanced if and only if n is even.

Proof. Let V be the space of complex zz x zz skew-symmetric matrices with

inner product

(Mi,M2) = tr(MiM2*).

Then we can define for X e su(zz) and M e V

n(X)(M) = XM + MXl.

One may verify that n is a representation of su(zz) consisting of skew-Hermitian

operators, and that its weights are just {A, - A,|z / j} where A,, i = I, ... , n ,
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are the entries of an zz x zz diagonal matrix. This then implies that (V, n) is

a realization of p A p.

For M e V of norm 1, and X e su(zz),

V(M)(X) = -(n{X)M, M) = ltr(XMM*+MX'M*)

= -tr(XMM*) = 2(X, iM*M).

Thus *¥(M) = 0 if and only if the skew-Hermitian matrix iM*M is orthogonal

to su(zz), that is, if and only if iM*M is a multiple of the zz x zz identity matrix

In-
It follows that if *¥(M) = 0 and M has norm 1 then M is necessarily

invertible so that

0 # det(M) = det(Ml) = (-l)"det M,

which implies that zz is even.

Conversely if zz is even then the following is an example of a matrix M e V

such that ¥(M) = 0 :

M=±
V«

/ 0     1 ^-1   0

0     1
-1   0

As a final example, we determine the moment sets of the irreducible unitary

representations of the Heisenberg group. If {X, Y, Z} is a basis of the Lie

algebra 2? with commutation relations [X, Y] = Z then the coadjoint orbits

are either planes

cfi = {fe2?*\f(Z)=X},

for A e K, X ̂  0, or points

(fx>y = xX*+yY*,

for x, y e R. The Kirillov theory associates to each of these orbits (f an

irreducible unitary representation p& .

Theorem 4.2. For any coadjoint orbit rf

Proof. It is a well-known fact that the representation pgx may be realized in

L2(R) in such a way that Z acts as the scalar iX. Thus for any unit C°°

vector v e L2(R), *V(v)(Z) = X so that IPe = rfk. On the other hand the

representation p@xy is 1 -dimensional and if v is a vector in the representation

space then Z • v = 0, X • v = ixv and Y • v = iyv from which it is immediate

that V,=if*.j" D

The case of a general nilpotent group has been studied in Wildberger [12].
The moment map has also been used to construct *-products on integral coad-

joint orbits for compact groups (see Wildberger [13]).
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